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Mastering Love by Morticia KnightBook
four in the The Hampton Road Club
seriesEvan sees a Master who could be his
whole world and Ned sees a beautiful boy
in need. But shattered trust and broken
hearts could keep them apart forever.Evan
landed on his ex-Masters doorstep after
Master Gabriel dumped him for a virgin.
Hed hoped Thomas would take him back,
but hes moved on with his new submissive,
Linus. Evan has nowhere to go and barely
a penny to his name. Fortunately, Master
Aaron and his boy, Sam, invite him to stay
at their guesthouse. Alone and abandoned,
Evan aches for a Master who can give him
moreif only he knew what more
meant.Master Ned has finally decided to
settle down in one place after traveling on
the road for years. Hes always loved the
Hampton Road Clubits a private sanctuary
for men such as himself. The roaring
twenties might be freer than ever, but the
decadence of the sadomasochistic club
could put its members in danger if theyre
not discreet.Neds on the lookout for an
untried boy whos ready to fully submit to
him on a daily basis. In return, he plans to
train and care for his submissive. If he can
also find love, then his life will be
perfect.After Evan is introduced to Ned at
the club, they have an intense encounter
that catches them both by surprise. What
should lead to a possible future for them as
Master and submissive is destroyed when
Ned mysteriously casts Evan aside. Evan
wonders if hell ever be good enough to
keep a Master, and Ned fears he may have
lost the best thing that ever happened to
him.Shattered trust and broken hearts have
to be repaired before Evan and Ned can
find their way to each otherif its not
already too late.The Hampton Road Club
seriesWelcome to the Hampton Road Club.
Its the 1920s and men who enjoy
Dominance and submission have to be very
careful that their dark desires arent
discovered. The exclusive and secret
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Hampton Road Club near Hollywood is
one of many private homes around the
world that offers facilities for those who
practice sadism and masochism. Meet the
men who search for love amongst the
world of bondage, whips and chains. This
is where a Master can find a submissive to
cherish forever and a submissive can give
himself to his Master for a lifetime of
painful
pleasure.About
Morticia
KnightM/M Erotic Romance author
Morticia Knight enjoys hot stories of men
loving men forever after. They can be men
in uniform, Doms and subs, rock stars or
bikers - but theyre all searching for the one
(or two!) who was meant only for
them.When not indulging in her passion for
books, she loves the outdoors, film and
music. Once upon a time she was the
singer in an indie rock band that toured the
West Coast and charted on U.S. college
radio. She is currently working on more
installments of Sin City Uniforms, The
Hampton Road Club, as well as the
follow-up to Bryan and Aubreys story from
Rockin the Alternative and Dylan and Zero
from Biking Bad.
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